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This ambitious volume integrates findings from various disciplines in a
comprehensive description of the modern research on love and provides a
systematic review of love experience and expression from cross-cultural
perspective. It explores numerous interdisciplinary topics, bringing together
research in biological and social sciences to explore love, probing the crosscultural similarities and differences in the feelings, thoughts, and expressions of
love. The book’s scope, which includes a review of major theories and key
research instruments, provides a comprehensive background for any reader
interested in developing an enlightened understanding of the cultural diversity in
the concepts, experience, and expression of love. Included among the chapters:
How do people in different cultures conceptualize love? How similar and different
are the experiences and expressions of love across cultures? What are the
cultural factors affecting the experience and expression of love? Cross-cultural
understanding of love as passion, joy, commitment, union, respect, submission,
intimacy, dependency, and more. A review of the past and looking into the future
of cross-cultural love research. Critical reading for our global age, Cross-Cultural
Perspectives on the Experience and Expression of Love promotes a thorough
understanding of cross-cultural similarities and differences in love, and in so
doing is valuable not only for love scholars, emotion researchers, and social
psychologists, but also for practitioners and clinicians working with multicultural
couples and families. “The most striking feature of this book is the broad array of
perspectives that is covered. Love is portrayed as a universally found emotion
with biological underpinnings. The text expands from this core, incorporating a
wide range of manifestations of love: passion, admiration of and submission to a
partner, gift giving and benevolence, attachment and trust, etc. Information on
each topic comes from a variety of sources, cross-culturally and interdisciplinary.
The text is integrative with a focus on informational value of ideas and findings. If
you take an interest in how love in its broadest sense is experienced and
expressed, you will find this to be a very rich text.” Ype H. Poortinga, Tilburg
University, The Netherlands & Catholic University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium
“In this wide-ranging book, Victor Karandashev expertly guides us through the
dazzling complexity of our concept and experience of love. Not only does he
show the many different ingredients that make up our conceptions of love in
particular cultures, such as idealization of the beloved, commitment, union,
intimacy, friendship, and others, he draws our attention to the bewildering array
of differences between their applications in different cultural contexts, or to their
presence or absence in a culture. In reading the book, we also get as a bonus an
idea of how an elusive concept such as love can be scientifically studied by a
variety of methodologies – all to our benefit. A masterful accomplishment.”
Kövecses Zoltán, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary “Long
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considered a research purview of only a portion of the world’s cultures, we know
today that love is universal albeit with many cultural differences in meaning, form,
and expression. Moreover, love has a rich history of scholarship across multiple
disciplines. Within this backdrop, Karandashev has compiled a remarkably
comprehensive global review of how people experience and express their
emotions in love. Covering the topic from a truly international and interdisciplinary
perspective, this book is an indispensable source of knowledge about cultural
and cross-cultural studies conducted in recent decades and is a must read for
anyone interested in the universal and culturally diverse aspects of love.” David
Matsumoto, San Francisco State University, Director of SFSU’s Culture and
Emotion Research Laboratory
The Handbook on the Economics of Giving, Reciprocity and Altruism provides a
comprehensive set of reviews of literature on the economics of nonmarket
voluntary transfers. The foundations of the field are reviewed first, with a
sequence of chapters that present the hard core of the theoretical and empirical
analyses of giving, reciprocity and altruism in economics, examining their
relations with the viewpoints of moral philosophy, psychology, sociobiology,
sociology and economic anthropology. Secondly, a comprehensive set of
applications are considered of all the aspects of society where nonmarket
voluntary transfers are significant: family and intergenerational transfers; charity
and charitable institutions; the nonprofit economy; interpersonal relations in the
workplace; the Welfare State; and international aid. *Every volume contains
contributions from leading researchers *Each Handbook presents an accurate,
self-contained survey of a particular topic *The series provides comprehensive
and accessible surveys
Third edition of leading textbook offering an advanced overview of all major
perspectives of research in cross-cultural psychology.
This reader introduces students to the most significant topics in the field of the
anthropology of gender, drawing not only from classic sources but also from the
most recent, diverse literature on gender roles and ideology around the world. It
takes a clear, accessible approach to subject matter, making coverage
appropriate for students from a variety of levels.
This summary of recent research in neuroeconomics aims to explain how and
why a person can sometimes be generous, helpful, and cooperative, yet other
times behave in a self-interested and/or exploitative manner. The book explains a
dual process of analysis measuring immediate needs of the individual, relative to
long term gains possible through prosocial behavior (e.g. synergy, accumulating
profits, (in)direct reciprocity) with the output further mitigated by the motivation of
the individual at that moment and any special circumstances of the environment.
Ultimately it can be shown that prosocial behavior can be economically rational.
Yet even when individuals are intrinsically motivated to act prosocially, they are
also able to reverse this behavior when they sense it is no longer adaptive. The
book will further explore individual differences in prosocial behavior, the
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development of prosocial behavior, and how a personal neural signature forms
that facilitates or hampers cooperation. The book includes game theory research,
neuroimaging studies, and research in traditional cognitive psychology to better
understand human decision-making re prosocial behavior. This will be of interest
to cognitive, developmental, and social psychologists, as well as neuroscientists,
and behavioral economists. Explores: Individual differences in prosocial behavior,
The development of prosocial behavior, How a personal neural signature forms
that facilitates or hampers cooperation Includes: Game theory research,
Neuroimaging studies, Research in traditional cognitive psychology
Altruistic Reveries is a unique volume, which arises out of an Interdisciplinary
Conference on Perspectives on Altruism from the Humanities and Social
Sciences organized by the Centre for Advanced Studies, Faculty of Arts and
Social Sciences, National University of Singapore, in October 1999. Altruism is a
deep, multi-faceted phenomenon, of great interest and relevance to scholars
across the entire range of disciplines in the Humanities and Social Sciences. The
Centre therefore brought together experts in diverse disciplines - Philosophy,
Literature, Psychology, Sociology, Economics, and Political science - to examine
and discuss the significance and role of altruism from their respective
perspectives. A total of 10 papers in all were presented, and the volume is
completed by an Introduction by the editors, and a final Concluding Chapter by
one of the editors. Among the issues discussed are: the efficacy of motivational
altruism in the resolution of public issues; the genetic origins of altruism and its
attendant risks; the metaphysical basis of altruism; empathy and altruism;
altruism or social exchange; altruism in wartime; and the welfare state. A notable
feature of the volume is that the various authors have not `talked past' one
another. Although each is a specialist in his field, the papers are accessible to
those in other fields, and to non-specialists. Both individually and together, they
provide a rich set of insights and perspectives on altruism as a fundamental
human and social phenomenon, which will edify, interest, and stimulate all
readers of the volume.
Jesus turned water into wine, Mohammad split the moon into two, and Buddha
walked and spoke immediately upon birth. According to recent statistics, even in
the present age of advanced science and technology, most people believe in
miracles. In fact, newspapers and television regularly report alleged miracles,
such as recoveries from incurable diseases, extremely unlikely coincidences, and
religious signs and messages on unexpected objects. In this book the awardwinning author and philosopher Yujin Nagasawa addresses some of our most
fundamental questions concerning miracles. What exactly is a miracle? What
types of miracles are believed in the world's great religions? What do recent
scientific findings tell us about miracles? Can we rationally believe that miracles
have really taken place? Can there be acts that are more religiously significant
than miracles? Drawing on a vast variety of fascinating examples from across the
major religions, Nagasawa discusses the lively debate on miracles that ranges
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from reported miracles in ancient scriptures in the East and West to cutting-edge
scientific research on belief formation. Throughout, he drives us to ask ourselves
if and how we can still believe in in miracles in the twenty-first century. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
The primary focus of the Cross Cultural Decision Making field is specifically on
the intersections between psychosocial theory provided from the social sciences
and methods of computational modeling provided from computer science and
mathematics. While the majority of research challenges that arise out of such an
intersection fall quite reasonably under the rubric of "human factors", although
these topics are broad in nature, this book is designed to focus on crucial
questions regarding data acquisition as well as reconciliation of mathematical
and psychosocial modeling methodologies. The utility of this area of research is
to aid the design of products and services which are utilized across the globe in
the variety of cultures and aid in increasing the effectiveness of cross-cultural
group collaboration. To aid a researcher in defining the requirements and metrics
for this complex topic applications and use cases of CCDM can be found in
sections: I. Applications of Human, Social, Culture Behavioral Modeling
Technology IV. Cross Cultural Decision Making: Implications for Individual and
Team Training X. Tactical Culture Training: Narrative, Personality, and DecisionMaking XII. Use Cases of Cross Cultural Decision Making Theories and
techniques for understanding, capturing, and modeling the components of
Culture are covered in these sections: II. Assessing and Developing CrossCultural Competence III. Civilizational Change: Ideological, Economic, and
Historical Change V. Cultural Models for Decision Making VI. Extracting
Understanding from Diverse Data Sources VII. Hybrid & Multi-Model
Computational Techniques for HSCB Applications IX. Socio-cultural Models and
Decision-Making VIII. Sense Making in Other Cultures: Dynamics of Interaction
XI. Understanding The science and technology provided in this book represents
the latest available from the international community. It is hoped that this content
can be used to tackle two of the biggest challenges in this area: 1) Unification
and standardization of data being collected for CCDM applications/research so
these data can support as many different thrusts under the CCDM umbrella as
possible; and 2) Validation and verification with respect to utility and underlying
psychosocial theory. Solutions for both of these must be in the context of, and will
require, sound methods of integrating a complex array of quite different
behavioral models and modeling techniques. This book would of special value to
researchers and practitioners in involved in the design of products and services
which are marketed and utilized in a variety of different countries Seven other
titles in the Advances in Human Factors and Ergonomics Series are: Advances in
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Human Factors and Ergonomics in Healthcare Advances in Applied Digital
Human Modeling Advances in Cognitive Ergonomics Advances in Occupational,
Social and Organizational Ergonomics Advances in Human Factors, Ergonomics
and Safety in Manufacturing and Service Industries Advances in Ergonomics
Modeling & Usability Evaluation Advances in Neuroergonomics and Human
Factors of Special Populations
Scholars and practitioners in the fields of education and educational psychology have come to
agree that conceptions of learning and teaching, student and teacher motivation, engagement,
learning and teaching strategies, and by implication, student academic achievement and
teacher effectiveness are also influenced by a sociocultural context where the schooling
process takes place. This raises the question if educational psychology theorizing and findings
can be adopted to inform and guide teaching and learning in different cultures. As such, there
is a compelling and timely need for educational psychology researchers to harness advanced
cross-cultural research designs and look at the different key facets of student and teacher
academic careers from a cross-cultural perspective. Dennis McInerney is one of the key
pioneering figures in cross-cultural educational psychology and has also edited a book series
on Research on Sociocultural Influences on Motivation and Learning (Information Age
Publishing). His ideas and research have inspired many to examine the role of sociocultural
context in motivation and learning. This volume is a celebration of McInerney’s numerous and
extensive contributions as a scholar, as well as an appreciation of his personal qualities that
make him such an inspiring person. In this festschrift, the editors seek to extend the scholarly
contributions of Dennis McInerney by inviting internationally recognized and leading
educational psychology scholars who have inspired and been inspired by his work to reexamine their research expertise from a cross-cultural perspective. The volume aims to
stimulate researchers, scholars, and graduate students in their endeavor to re-look their
research from a cross-cultural lens.
Are we alone? asks the writeup on the back cover of the dust jacket. The contributors to this
collection raise questions that may have been overlooked by physical scientists about the ease
of establishing meaningful communication with an extraterrestrial intelligence. By drawing on
issues at the core of contemporary archaeology and anthropology, we can be much better
prepared for contact with an extraterrestrial civilization, should that day ever come. NASA
SP-2013-4413.
By exploring the key issues, arguments and messages that exist in the field, Cross-Cultural
Perspectives on Early Childhood provides an international, comparative look at aspects of
early childhood education and care. Pedagogical practices, learning cultures and the
professional development of practitioners are considered within the wider political agenda of
different countries. Pertinent policy and practice issues, such as numeracy and literacy, are
carefully examined. Theodora Papatheodorou and Janet Moyles highlight how important it is to
engage with and listen to children, to provide positive learning encounters.
The cross-cultural study of human development as a distinct and coherent field of enquiry is
only of recent origin. Yet, it has already had an important impact on mainstream psychology,
particularly by giving voice to indigenous conceptualizations of human nature and by spear
heading the search for a more global and inclusive psychology./-//-/Written by some of the best
known cross-cultural psychologists from around the world, the original essays gathered here
deal variously with theoretical aspects, methodological alternatives, issues of social concern,
and practical applications in contemporary psychology. Between them, they cover cultural
psychology, cultural anthropology, evolutionary psychology and indigenous psychology.
The benefits of altruism and empathy are obvious. These qualities are so highly regarded and
embedded in both secular and religious societies that it seems almost heretical to suggest they
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can cause harm. Like most good things, however, altruism can be distorted or taken to an
unhealthy extreme. Pathological Altruism presents a number of new, thought-provoking theses
that explore a range of hurtful effects of altruism and empathy. Pathologies of empathy, for
example, may trigger depression as well as the burnout seen in healthcare professionals. The
selflessness of patients with eating abnormalities forms an important aspect of those disorders.
Hyperempathy - an excess of concern for what others think and how they feel - helps explain
popular but poorly defined concepts such as codependency. In fact, pathological altruism, in
the form of an unhealthy focus on others to the detriment of one's own needs, may underpin
some personality disorders. Pathologies of altruism and empathy not only underlie health
issues, but also a disparate slew of humankind's most troubled features, including genocide,
suicide bombing, self-righteous political partisanship, and ineffective philanthropic and social
programs that ultimately worsen the situations they are meant to aid. Pathological Altruism is a
groundbreaking new book - the first to explore the negative aspects of altruism and empathy,
seemingly uniformly positive traits. The contributing authors provide a scientific, social, and
cultural foundation for the subject of pathological altruism, creating a new field of inquiry. Each
author's approach points to one disturbing truth: what we value so much, the altruistic "good"
side of human nature, can also have a dark side that we ignore at our peril.
Dynamic author team provides comprehensive overview with focus on critical-thinking. The fifth
edition continues a heavy focus on applying critical thinking framework in examining,
analyzing, and evaluating psychological data. With significant rewriting and additional new
topics as well as updated references on new research, Cross-Cultural Psychology keeps pace
with the rapidly changing conditions of modern times. The dynamic team from two different
worlds bring a unique set of experiences and perceptions in writing this book. Eric Shiraev was
raised in the city of Leningrad in the former Soviet Union and David Levy is from Southern
California,. Between the diverse backgrounds and having each author spent an extended
period teaching in the other's home country, the authors provide a comprehensive review of
theories and research in cross-cultural psychology. Learning Goals Upon completing this book,
readers should be able to: Better understand the field of cross-cultural psychology Understand
contemporary theories and research in cross-cultural psychology Use critical thinking to
examine, analyze, and evaluate the field of cross-cultural psychology Assist current and future
practitioners from a wide variety of fields and services
Questions about the origins of human cooperation have long puzzled and divided scientists.
Social norms that foster fair-minded behavior, altruism and collective action undergird the
foundations of large-scale human societies, but we know little about how these norms develop
or spread, or why the intensity and breadth of human cooperation varies among different
populations. What is the connection between social norms that encourage fair dealing and
economic growth? How are these social norms related to the emergence of centralized
institutions? Informed by a pioneering set of cross-cultural data, Experimenting with Social
Norms advances our understanding of the evolution of human cooperation and the expansion
of complex societies. Editors Jean Ensminger and Joseph Henrich present evidence from an
exciting collaboration between anthropologists and economists. Using experimental economics
games, researchers examined levels of fairness, cooperation, and norms for punishing those
who violate expectations of equality across a diverse swath of societies, from hunter-gatherers
in Tanzania to a small town in rural Missouri. These experiments tested individuals’
willingness to conduct mutually beneficial transactions with strangers that reap rewards only at
the expense of taking a risk on the cooperation of others. The results show a robust
relationship between exposure to market economies and social norms that benefit the group
over narrow economic self-interest. Levels of fairness and generosity are generally higher
among individuals in communities with more integrated markets. Religion also plays a powerful
role. Individuals practicing either Islam or Christianity exhibited a stronger sense of fairness,
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possibly because religions with high moralizing deities, equipped with ample powers to reward
and punish, encourage greater prosociality. The size of the settlement also had an impact.
People in larger communities were more willing to punish unfairness compared to those in
smaller societies. Taken together, the volume supports the hypothesis that social norms
evolved over thousands of years to allow strangers in more complex and large settlements to
coexist, trade and prosper. Innovative and ambitious, Experimenting with Social Norms
synthesizes an unprecedented analysis of social behavior from an immense range of human
societies. The fifteen case studies analyzed in this volume, which include field experiments in
Africa, South America, New Guinea, Siberia and the United States, are available for free
download on the Foundation’s website:www.russellsage.org.
How should disability justice be conceptualised, not by orthodox human rights or capabilities
approaches, but by a legal philosophy that mirrors an African relational community ideal? This
book develops the first comprehensive answer to this question through the contemporary
literature on African philosophy, which is relied upon to construct a legal philosophy of disability
justice comprising of ethical ideals of community, human relationships and obligations. From
these ideals, an African legal philosophy of disability justice is offered as a criterion for critically
evaluating existing laws, legal and political institutions, as well as providing an ethical basis for
creating new ones to ensure that they are inclusive to people with disabilities. In taking an
alternative perspective on the subject, the book outlines and emphasises the need for a new
public culture of obligations owed to people with disabilities, highlighting both the prospects
and difficulties of achieving the ideal of disability justice that continues to elude the lived
experiences of millions of Africans today. Oche Onazi's An African Path to Disability Justice is
the first book-length exploration of disability in the light of African ethics, as contrasted with the
human rights and capabilities frameworks. Of particular interest are Onazi's thoughtful
reflections on how various conceptions of community salient in African moral
philosophy––including group-based, reciprocal and relational––bear on what we owe to the
disabled. --Thaddeus Metz, Distinguished Professor, University of Johannesburg
The 2nd edition of Encyclopedia of Violence, Peace and Conflict provides timely and useful
information about antagonism and reconciliation in all contexts of public and personal life.
Building on the highly-regarded 1st edition (1999), and publishing at a time of seemingly
inexorably increasing conflict and violent behaviour the world over, the Encyclopedia is an
essential reference for students and scholars working in the field of peace and conflict
resolution studies, and for those seeking to explore alternatives to violence and share visions
and strategies for social justice and social change. Covering topics as diverse as Arms Control,
Peace Movements, Child Abuse, Folklore, Terrorism and Political Assassinations, the
Encyclopedia comprehensively addresses an extensive information area in 225 multidisciplinary, cross-referenced and authoritatively authored articles. In his Preface to the 1st
edition, Editor-in-Chief Lester Kurtz wrote: "The problem of violence poses such a monumental
challenge at the end of the 20th century that it is surprising we have addressed it so
inadequately. We have not made much progress in learning how to cooperate with one another
more effectively or how to conduct our conflicts more peacefully. Instead, we have increased
the lethality of our combat through revolutions in weapons technology and military training. The
Encyclopedia of Violence, Peace, and Conflict is designed to help us to take stock of our
knowledge concerning these crucial phenomena." Ten years on, the need for an authoritative
and cross-disciplinary approach to the great issues of violence and peace seems greater than
ever. More than 200 authoritative multidisciplinary articles in a 3-volume set Many brand-new
articles alongside revised and updated content from the First Edition Article outline and
glossary of key terms at the beginning of each article Entries arranged alphabetically for easy
access Articles written by more than 200 eminent contributors from around the world
New Perspectives on Early Social-Cognitive Development, Volume 258 in the Progress in
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Brain Research series, highlights new advances in the field, with this new volume presenting
interesting chapters on topics such as Dynamics of Coordinated Attention, Investigating the
Role of Neural Body Maps in Early Social-Cognitive Development: New Insights from Infant
MEG and EEG, Motion tracking in developmental research: Methodological considerations and
social-cognitive developmental applications, Early maturation of the social brain: How brain
development provides a platform for the acquisition of social-cognitive competence, Getting a
grip on early intention understanding: The role of motor, cognitive, and social factors, and
much more. Provides the authority and expertise of leading contributors from an international
board of authors Presents the latest release in the Progress in Brain Research series Includes
the latest information on New Perspectives on Early Social-cognitive Development
Altruism in Cross-Cultural Perspective provides such a scholarly overview, examining the
intersection of culture and such topics as evolutionary accounts of altruism and the importance
of altruism in ritual and religion. ??The past decade has seen a proliferation of research on
altruism, made possible in part by significant funding from organizations such as the John
Templeton Foundation. While significant research has been conducted on biological, social,
and individual dimensions of altruism, there has been no attempt to provide an overview of the
ways that altruistic behavior and attitudes vary across cultures. The book addresses the
methodological challenges of researching altruism across cultures, as well as the ways that
altruism is manifest in difficult circumstances. A particular strength of the book is its attention to
multiple disciplinary approaches to understanding altruism, with contributors from fields
including psychology, anthropology, sociology, biology, communication, philosophy, religious
studies, gender studies, and bioethics.?
Positive Psychology: The Scientific and Practical Explorations of Human Strengths
comprehensively covers the science and application of positive psychology. Authors Shane J.
Lopez, Jennifer Teramoto Pedrotti, and C. R. Snyder bring positive psychology to life by
illustrating issues such as how psychological strength can help increase positive outcomes in
school and the workplace and promote cooperative relationships among people. Furthermore,
the book encourages readers to engage with concepts in order to understand positive
emotions and strengths, such as empathy, altruism, gratitude, attachment, and love. Over 50
case studies grounded in practice, research, and the authors’ teaching experience reveal how
positive psychological phenomena operate in the lives of real people.
"This book is the first publication that takes a genuinely global approach to the diverse ethical
issues evoked by Information and Communication Technologies and their possible resolutions.
Readers will gain a greater appreciation for the problems and possibilities of genuinely global
information ethics, which are urgently needed as information and communication technologies
continue their exponential growth"--Provided by publisher.
Attachment Across Clinical and Cultural Perspectives brings together leading thinkers in
attachment theory to explore its importance across cultural, clinical and social contexts and the
application of attachment relationship principles to intervention with diverse groups of children
and families. These contributions collectively illustrate the robustness of attachment research
in the contexts of culture, early extreme deprivation, trauma and the developing brain,
providing great inspiration for anyone embracing the idea of evidence-based practice. Two
chapters convey fundamentals of attachment theory, covering links between attachment and
normal and pathological development and the interface between attachment and other features
of evolutionary theory. Two others specifically tackle the cultural context of attachment;
fundamental research findings with North American and European samples are shown to hold
as well among indigenous people in a rural Mexican village, whilst the link between maternal
sensitivity and secure attachment is demonstrated in a variety of cultures. Further chapters
explore the role of fear and trauma in the formation of attachment; one establishes
intergenerational links between parental history of trauma, dissociative states of mind and
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infant disorganized attachment, another looks at the consequences of early extreme
deprivation (institutional rearing) for attachment. A third describes the impact of attachment
experiences on brain development. Finally, the book explores intervention guided by
attachment theory, research on fear and trauma, and an understanding of how attachment
experiences leave their mark on parental psyche and behaviour. Attachment Across Clinical
and Cultural Perspectives gathers authoritative information from leading experts in the field in
an easily readable, practical way. It will appeal to psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic
psychotherapists, to professionals who serve the developmental and mental health needs of
adults, children and families, and anyone seeking to base their intervention work and therapy
upon attachment principles.
Extraterrestrial Altruism examines a basic assumption of the Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence (SETI): that extraterrestrials will be transmitting messages to us for our benefit.
This question of whether extraterrestrials will be altruistic has become increasingly important in
recent years as SETI scientists have begun contemplating transmissions from Earth to make
contact. Technological civilizations that transmit signals for the benefit of others, but with no
immediate gain for themselves, certainly seem to be altruistic. But does this make biological
sense? Should we expect altruism to evolve throughout the cosmos, or is this only wishful
thinking? Is it dangerous to send messages to other worlds, as Stephen Hawking has
suggested, or might humankind benefit from an exchange with intelligence elsewhere in the
galaxy? Would extraterrestrial societies be based on different ethical principles, or would we
see commonalities with Earthly notions of morality? Extraterrestrial Altruism explores these
and related questions about the motivations of civilizations beyond Earth, providing new
insights that are critical for SETI. Chapters are authored by leading scholars from diverse
disciplines—anthropology, astronomy, biology, chemistry, computer science, cosmology,
engineering, history of science, law, philosophy, psychology, public policy, and sociology. The
book is carefully edited by Douglas Vakoch, Director of Interstellar Message Composition at
the SETI Institute and professor of clinical psychology at the California Institute of Integral
Studies. The Foreword is by Frank Drake. This interdisciplinary book will benefit everybody
trying to understand whether evolution and ethics are unique to Earth, or whether they are built
into the fabric of the universe.
The construct ‘‘quality of life (QoL)’’, since the 1980s, when it was introduced, is being used
mainly in the context of health problems. Areas of one’s life that contribute to QoL are good
physical and mental health, efficient cognitive functioning, social support, being able to meet
the requirements of professional life, positive emotions, etc (Power, 2003). Work on subjective
well-being (SWB), on the other hand, was developed in the context of healthy everyday life; it
also has a history of more than 30 years. During this 30-year period factors that have an
impact on SWB, such as SES, gender, health, age, and religiosity have been identified
(Diener, 2000). A third independent line of research pertains to what has been called Positive
Psychology (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000), that is, an emphasis on human strengths,
such as optimism, hope, wisdom, positive emotions, resilience, etc., which contribute to
positive functioning in life. Recently, SWB has been associated to human strengths and to the
movement of positive psychology but this did not happen for QoL, possibly because of its
emphasis on people with health problems. However, QoL can be conceived of as a generic
term that pertains to all people, healthy or not. In this sense, it is closely related to SWB
defined as happiness (Diener, 2000). Also, QoL encompasses positive emotions that go
beyond happiness and has the advantage that it can be applied to many different domains of
life such as interpersonal relations, health-related situations, and professional and educational
strivings. Moreover, the mechanism(s) that underpin QoL and SWB can be studied in relation
to people’s goals and strengths of character, that is, from a positive psychological perspective.
Such a perspective can reveal the specificities of “quality” in the various domains of life and,
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specifically, the positive emotions and strengths that contribute to a happier, healthier, and
more successful life, even in face of adversity. Therefore, despite the differences among the
three theoretical traditions, namely QoL, SWB, and positive psychology, it is possible to find
the common ground they share and each of them can benefit from notions developed in the
others. The aim of the present book is to bring together these three traditions, show the
interactions of variables emphasized by them, and give an integrative perspective from the
positive psychology point of view. It also aims to extend the range of life situations in which one
can look for quality and which go beyond the traditional emphasis of QoL on health problems.
Thus, the content of the proposed book covers different age populations (from children to older
adults), healthy and people facing health problems as well as people facing problems in their
interpersonal lives or in their pursuits. It also discusses factors that contribute to marital
satisfaction, well being in the school context, and things that people value and cherish. The
chapters refer to notions such as happiness, interest, resilience, wisdom, hope, altruism,
optimism, and spirituality/religiosity that represent unique human strengths. Finally, it
emphasizes the role of goals and motivation that connect SWB with self-regulation and
managing of one’s life priorities. To conclude, the chapters included in the proposed edited
book aim at bringing to the fore new theoretical developments and research on QoL, SWB, and
positive psychology that bridges previously distinct theoretical traditions. The proposed book
covers a broad range of topics, addresses different theoretical interests and paves the way for
a more integrative approach. Finally, it brings together an international set of authors, from
USA, Europe, Australia, and Asia.

Motivation is that which moves us to action. Human motivation is thus a complex
issue, as people are moved to action by both their evolved natures and by myriad
familial, social and cultural influences. The Oxford Handbook of Human
Motivation collects the top theorists and researchers of human motivation into a
single volume, capturing the current state-of-the-art in this fast developing field.
The book includes theoretical overviews from some of the best-known thinkers in
this area, including chapters on Social Learning Theory, Control Theory, Selfdetermination theory, Terror Management theory, and the Promotion and
Prevention perspective. Topical chapters appear on phenomena such as egodepletion, flow, curiosity, implicit motives, and personal interests. A section
specifically highlights goal research, including chapters on goal regulation,
achievement goals, the dynamics of choice, unconscious goals and process
versus outcome focus. Still other chapters focus on evolutionary and biological
underpinnings of motivation, including chapters on cardiovascular dynamics,
mood, and neuropsychology. Finally, chapters bring motivation down to earth in
reviewing its impact within relationships, and in applied areas such as
psychotherapy, work, education, sport, and physical activity. By providing reviews
of the most advanced work by the very best scholars in this field, The Oxford
Handbook of Human Motivation represents an invaluable resource for both
researchers and practitioners, as well as any student of human nature.
Originally published in 1986, this book was an effort to integrate thinking and
research concerning the role of emotion and cognition in altruistic behaviour.
Prior to publication there was a vast body of research and theorizing concerning
the development and maintenance of prosocial (including altruistic) behaviour.
This book focusses primarily on a specific set of intrapsychic factors involved in
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prosocial responding, especially emotions and cognitions believed to play a
major role in altruistic behaviour. In the final chapters these intrapsychic factors
are also discussed in relation to a variety of other relevant factors including
socialization and situational influences on altruism.
This book is intended as a textbook for a course in behavioral economics for
advanced undergraduate and graduate students who have already learned basic
economics. The book will also be useful for introducing behavioral economics to
researchers. Unlike some general audience books that discuss behavioral
economics, this book does not take a position of completely negating traditional
economics. Its position is that both behavioral and traditional economics are tools
that have their own uses and limitations. Moreover, this work makes clear that
knowledge of traditional economics is a necessary basis to fully understand
behavioral economics. Some of the special features compared with other
textbooks on behavioral economics are that this volume has full chapters on
neuroeconomics, cultural and identity economics, and economics of happiness.
These are distinctive subfields of economics that are different from, but closely
related to, behavioral economics with many important overlaps with behavioral
economics. Neuroeconomics, which is developing fast partly because of
technological progress, seeks to understand how the workings of our minds
affect our economic decision making. In addition to a full chapter on
neuroeconomics, the book provides explanations of findings in neuroeconomics
in chapters on prospect theory (a major decision theory of behavioral economics
under uncertainty), intertemporal economic behavior, and social preferences
(preferences that exhibit concerns for others). Cultural and identity economics
seek to explain how cultures and people’s identities affect economic behaviors,
and economics of happiness utilizes measures of subjective well-being. There is
also a full chapter on behavioral normative economics, which evaluates
economic policies based on findings and theories of behavioral economics.
Traditionally, developmental psychology has its focus on individuals.
Developmentalists aim to describe regularities in individuals' change and
development across time, to explain the processes and mechanisms that are
involved in producing change and regularity, and eventually, to design strategies
for optimization and modification of developmental pathways. Although the role of
contexts has always been of central concern for these purposes, it is
nevertheless quite surprising to note that compared to the effort devoted to
individuals, relatively little attention has been paid to the study of the nature and
organization of their contexts. This volume is an exploration of the idea that how
we describe and explain human development will be closely tied to our
understanding of what contexts are, how individuals and contexts become
influential for one another, what contexts do to and with individuals, and how
contexts and their influences change themselves across time. A major theme is
whether the traditional dichotomy between individuals and their contexts may be
artificial, perhaps culturally biased, and after psychologists have adhered to it for
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about a century, may have become an impediment to increasing our
understanding of developmental processes. With this volume, the editors
contribute a serious consideration of development and systematic change to
emerging models of person-context relations, and provide suggestions about how
it may be possible to incorporate these notions in developmental research and
theorizing.
This authoritative handbook provides a cutting-edge overview ofclassic and
current research as well as an assessment of futuretrends in the field of
interpersonal processes. Ensures thorough and up-to-date coverage of all
aspects ofinterpersonal processes Includes contributions by academics and other
experts fromaround the world to ensure a truly international perspective Provides
a comprehensive overview of classic and currentresearch and likely future trends
Fully referenced chapters and annotated bibliographies alloweasy access to
further study Now available in full text online via xreferplus, theaward-winning
reference library on the web from xrefer. For moreinformation, visit
www.xreferplus.com
This book addresses cultural variability in children’s social worlds, examining the
acquisition, development, and use of culturally relevant social competencies
valued in diverse cultural contexts. It discusses the different aspects of
preschoolers’ social competencies that allow children – including adopted,
immigrant, or at-risk children – to create and maintain relationships,
communicate, and to get along with other people at home, in daycare or school,
and other situations. Chapters explore how children’s social competencies
reflect the features of the social worlds in which they live and grow. In addition,
chapters examine the extent that different cultural value orientations manifest in
children’s social functioning and escribes how parents in autonomy-oriented
cultures tend to value different social skills than parents with relatedness or
autonomous-relatedness orientations. The book concludes with
recommendations for future research directions. Topics featured in this book
include: Gender development in young children. Peer interactions and
relationships during the preschool years. Sibling interactions in western and nonwestern cultural groups. The roles of grandparents in child development.
Socialization and development in refugee children. Child development within
institutional care. Children’s Social Worlds in Cultural Context is a valuable
resource for researchers, clinicians/practitioners, and graduate students in
developmental psychology, child and school psychology, social work, cultural
anthropology, family studies, and education.
Cross-cultural psychology has come of age as a scientific discipline, but how has
it developed? The field has moved from exploratory studies, in which researchers
were mainly interested in finding differences in psychological functioning without
any clear expectation, to detailed hypothesis tests of theories of cross-cultural
differences. This book takes stock of the large number of empirical studies
conducted over the last decades to evaluate the current state of the field.
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Specialists from various domains provide an overview of their area, linking it to
the fundamental questions of cross-cultural psychology such as how individuals
and their cultures are linked, how the link evolves during development, and what
the methodological challenges of the field are. This book will appeal to academic
researchers and post-graduates interested in cross-cultural research.
Trust is a central feature of relationships within the Mafia, oppressed minorities,
kin groups everywhere, among dissidents, nationalist freedom fighters, ethnic
tourists, ethnic middlemen, exchange networks of Kalahari Bushmen, and
families subjected to Stalinist social control. Each of these types of trust is
examined by a leading scholar and compared with the expectations of neoDarwinian theory, in particular the theories of kin selection and ethnic nepotism.
The result is a fascinating, theoretically focused yet empirically eclectic
contribution to the overlapping fields of human ethnology, evolutionary
psychology, and bio-politics. The common thread uniting these diverse
phenomena is a trusting relationship predicated on altruism. Chapters examine
the strengths and limits of human trust under various stressers and temptations
to defect. By exploring the relationship between kin and ethnic altruism and
showing its sensitivity to culture, Risky Transactions recasts the evolutionary
approach to ethnicity as a blend of primordial and instrumental factors.
These proceedings are organized into six parts, covering conceptual and
methodological issues; consequences of acculturation; cognitive processes; values;
social psychology; and personality, developmental psychology and health psychology.
Leadership: A Communication Perspective has been at the forefront of university and
college leadership courses for nearly three decades, providing a compelling,
authoritative introduction to leadership as a communication-based activity. The new
edition continues the tradition of excellence with an up-to-date treatment of theory and
research combined with practical, real-world advice for improving communication
competence and leadership effectiveness. Relevant: The authors profile contemporary
leaders and organizations like Alibaba’s Jack Ma, Zappos’ Tony Hsieh, Facebook’s
Sheryl Sandberg, Uber, The Container Store, Airbnb, Chipotle, the Waffle House,
Nordstrom, and Google. Their presentation balances current scholarship and trends
with historical perspectives to provide a fuller understanding of the study and practice of
leadership. Comprehensive: Leadership and followership are examined in multiple
contexts, including organizational leadership, public leadership, and leadership in
groups and teams. Topics new to this edition include transcendent followership, the
leadership skills approach, team coaching, escalation of commitment, invisible
leadership, cultural intelligence, trigger events, and resilience. Full-featured: SelfAssessments measure readers’ perceptions of personal leadership skills,
communication style, cultural intelligence, motivation to lead, and more. Case Studies
examine leadership situations and pose thoughtful questions that prompt students to
apply their experiences and understandings. Research Highlights summarize seminal
and recent scholarship. Chapter Takeaways reinforce important concepts and action
steps. Application Exercises offer abundant opportunities to explore, practice, and
reflect on chapter content. Cultural Connections discuss leadership expectations and
behaviors in other cultures. Leadership on the Big Screen correlates chapter concepts
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with the themes of popular films and documentaries.
Most knowledge about adolescent development is based on adolescents living in the
United States or Europe. "The Thoughts of Youth" reports a study in which over 6000
adolescents from 20 regions of the world, including the Americas, Europe, Africa, and
Asia, described an ideal woman or ideal man. Adolescents' images of the ideal person
reflect their personal values about gender roles, their expectations and plans for the
future, and their cultural values. "The Thoughts of Youth" presents the teenagers’
perspectives - their descriptions, drawings, and interpretations of their peers’
responses. Issues of importance to adolescent development are addressed, including
morality and altruism, physical appearance and attractiveness, self and identity,
intelligence and schooling, work, fun and leisure, family relationships, and romance. In
contrast to the stereotype that adolescents are preoccupied with appearance and
popularity, adolescents in this study endorsed kindness, honesty, helpfulness, and a
positive attitude toward children. This book documents both the universal attitudes of
adolescents and the ways that teenagers’ views differ by gender, culture, and
economic condition.
In 'Het Intentie-effect: The Power of Eight' onthult Lynne McTaggart (bekend van 'Het
Veld' en 'Het Intentie-experiment') de bijzondere resultaten van meer dan tien jaar
wetenschappelijk onderzoek en experimenten met groepen op het gebied van
gedachtekracht. Met onze gedachten kunnen we wonderen verrichten: we zijn in staat
om ons eigen leven en dat van anderen te helen en de wereld positief te veranderen.
Dat effect van gedachtekracht neemt exponentieel toe als we onze gedachten
bundelen in een kleine groep (vandaar 'The Power of Eight', hoewel een andere
groepssamenstelling even krachtig kan werken). Lynne was zelf verrast van het
enorme potentieel van het werken in kleine groepen: er bleek niet alleen een effect te
zijn voor degene die de intenties ontving, maar de hele groep profiteerde van het
spiegeleffect. In 'Het Intentie-effect: The Power of Eight' geeft Lynne McTaggart
wetenschappelijke context aan alle wonderen die ze aanschouwde. Ze dook in de
geschiedenis van het fenomeen gedachtekracht en organiseerde een grote
onafhankelijke wetenschappelijke studie met 'Power of Eight' groepen om aan te
kunnen tonen waarom positieve gedachtekracht bundelen in kleine groepen de
snelweg is naar geluk. Lynne geeft je in dit boek niet alleen honderden inspirerende
voorbeelden, maar vooral ook alle tools om zelf aan de slag te gaan met de energie die
we allemaal in ons hebben. Wat je met je gedachten voor anderen wenst, komt met
nog veel meer kracht naar jezelf terug!
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